Company Visit
for Young Researchers and Master Students

A networking event hosted by Promotion plus® in cooperation with the Career Service of Leibniz Universität Hannover and of the Graduate School GRANAT

Baker Hughes, a GE company
Thursday, February 22, 2018, 14.00–17.30 pm

Topic
Behind the scenes of Baker Hughes, a GE company:
Insights into the company and networking opportunities

Company
Baker Hughes, a GE company is an oilfield service company and contributes to the value added for oil and gas companies in more than 120 countries. It provides products and services for prospecting, evaluating, exploring and exploiting the commercial use of petroleum, natural gas, unconventional and geothermal deposits. Approximately 1,400 employees work at the site in Celle.

Schedule
• Introduction Baker Hughes, a GE company and Celle Technology Center
• Specialised lectures by different experts
• Plant tour
• Career opportunities at Baker Hughes, a GE company

Location
Baker Hughes, a GE company, Celle

Most suitable for
Engineers, incl. Software Engineers; Natural Scientists with focus on Geosciences, Physics and Material Sciences

Participants
Maximum of 20 participants

Costs
None
Arrival and departure has to be self-organized.

Application
Until January 26 via first come — first served basis
http://www.graduiertenakademie.uni-hannover.de/infoundvernetzung.html